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MESSAGE SPECIFICATION APPENDIX
SETTLEMENTS MANAGEMENT
This appendix addresses Omgeo Connect messages and how they function in the Settlements
Management module. It contains the following sections:
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Managing Settlements
The Settlements Management module of Omgeo Connect facilitates booking your allocations to
settlement by sending the trades with your settlement instructions included. Your allocations can move
into Settlements Management if they meet one of the following conditions:
•
•
•

The trade reaches a status of COMPLETE within Trade Management.
As a result of either an automatic or user-driven sweep.
The trade is sent using a service of MANUAL with the TradeParent.AutoComplete flag set to Y
through Trade Management. In this manner, the trade moves immediately to Settlements
Management.

In Settlements Management, the allocation states are grouped into three categories:
•
•
•

Settlement instructions
Final
Unsolicited messages
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Managing Settlements
Table 1 lists the statuses in Settlements Management and their criteria.
Table 1 Trade Settlement Statuses
Trade Status

Description

Settlement Instructions

SETTLEMENT REPAIR

Transactions that require user actions of amend or disqualify.

PENDING APPROVAL

This mailbox stores allocations held for processing due to business rules on the Omgeo host. The
business rules can include or exclude allocations based on a combination of the following: PSET, Security
Type, Net Amount, Currency, Custodian, Transaction Type, Transaction Sub Type, Account, Settlement
Country, Broker, or Trade Date.

SETTLEMENT READY

Allocation which has successfully passed Omgeo Connect's validations and approval rules, and is ready
to be sent to settlement parties.

INSTRUCTION SENT

Transactions that have moved to the Brown Brothers Harriman Infomediary (BBHI) Connector, and have
passed its validations and routing. These transactions receive a system validation from the channel (an
ACK from SWIFT, fax, FTP, or e-mail).
The driver of the state (as there can be multiple parties to each allocation) is the first destination
populated in the allocation.

SETTLEMENT STATUS

Allocations that have received a settlement status from the custodian using a BBHI ISF message.

Final

SETTLEMENT EXCLUDED

Allocations that have been delivered to Settlements Management, but must be excluded from the rest
of the Settlement process.
Note: This status is an end state.

SETTLEMENT DISQUALIFIED

A transaction disqualified by the user, effectively removing it from settlements processing.

ERROR

This mailbox stores allocations on which Infomediary has encountered processing errors that you
cannot repair.

SETTLEMENT CANCELLED

Allocations that have received a settlement confirmation cancellation from the custodian using a BBHI
ISF 544 - 547 cancelation message.

SETTLED

Allocations that have received a settlement confirmation from the custodian using a BBHI ISF 544 - 547
message.

Unsolicited Messages

UNSOLICITED MESSAGES

Displays all Inbound Status and Confirm messages from BBHI that did not match an allocation.
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Omgeo Connect Trade Flow in Settlements
Management
Settlements Management processes your trades through to settlement with your custodian bank and
third parties (Figure 1). Omgeo Connect uses connector utilities in Settlements Management to
interface with BBHi, and with your custodian and others. In Settlements Management, there are two
utilities:
•
•

BBHi Pass-Through Connectors
BBHi for SWIFT, fax, e-mail, and FTP notifications

1

2
3
Figure 1 Trade Flow in Omgeo Connect
In Figure 1, the pink outline shows Omgeo Connect’s Settlements Management (Item 1). Item 2 shows
the position where WebSphere MQ fits within the dissemination of trade messages to various global
custodians and other third parties (Item 3).
To settle the trade in the market place, Omgeo Connect uses BBHi to pass the trade to a global
custodian and interested parties. Omgeo Connect consolidates messages containing trade details such as
settlement amount, details of the security, and details of the broker/dealer settlement instructions. The
International Securities Association for Institutional Trade Communication (ISITC) has defined a series
of SWIFT message types as a base. ISITC adds further information to facilitate communication of all
necessary trade data to the global custodian and up to four interested parties.
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Omgeo Connect Trade Flow in Settlements Management
Figure 2 shows Omgeo Connect’s SWIFT trade instruction settlement message traffic.

1

2
Figure 2 SWIFT Trade Instruction Messages
If you buy a financial instrument in the trade (Item 1 in Figure 2), your trade information is sent using
one of these two SWIFT message formats:
•
•

MT540 Receive free instruction
MT541 Receive against payment instruction

If you sell a financial instrument in the trade (Item 2 in Figure 2), your trade information is sent using
one of these two SWIFT message formats:
•
•

MT542 Deliver free instruction
MT543 Deliver against payment instruction

The custodian settles the trade by transferring cash from the purchaser to the seller in exchange for the
delivery of securities. The settlement depends on your instructions in the MT540, MT541, MT542, or
MT543 message. In Figure 3, you see the settlement SWIFT messages returning from the custodian.
2

1

2
Figure 3 Global Custodian Confirmations
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If you buy a financial instrument in the trade (Item 1 in Figure 3), your custodian returns settlement
confirmation in one of two SWIFT message formats:
•
•

MT544 Settlement Confirmation for Receive Free
MT545 Settlement Confirmation for Receive Against Payment

If you sell a financial instrument in the trade (Item 2 in Figure 3), your custodian returns settlement
confirmation in one of two SWIFT message formats:
•
•

MT546 Settlement Confirmation for Deliver Free
MT547 Settlement Confirmation for Deliver with Payment

In Settlements Management, you receive an MT548 (Settlement Status and Processing Advice) from
your custodian bank to match individual trade records on or before the settlement date of the trade.
This reconciliation occurs on a daily basis to ensure that all of the transactions are accounted for
correctly, and that failed trades are identified promptly.

Acting on Trades in Settlements Management
You can amend or cancel trades in Settlements Management, with restrictions. You can only amend a
trade through the user interface. You can also cancel a message through the user interface or by an
XML message. If the user cancels the allocation in the Settlements Management user interface, then the
allocation is sent to Settlements Disqualified.

Amending Allocations in Settlements Management
After a trade is submitted to Settlements Management, there are two methods to amend an instruction
that has been sent to your custodians and third parties. If the trade has not reached the COMPLETE
status within Trade Management, you can use messaging to send an Amend with the corrections.
Alternatively, once the trade has reached COMPLETE in Trade Management, you can send the amend
with the TradeSummary.SettlementFlag set to Y. This action causes the Amend to bypass Trade
Management, and to be applied only to Settlement Management. Omgeo Connect determines whether
the instruction was communicated to an external party. If an external party received the original
settlements message, Omgeo Connect amends the instruction internally, and transmits a cancel and new
instruction externally. If an external party has not received the original settlements message, Omgeo
Connect amends the instruction internally.
There are two methods to amend settlement instructions after the trade has reached the COMPLETE
status within Trade Management:
•
•

You can amend settlement instructions through the Omgeo Connect 4.0 user interface while it is
in the SETTLEMENTS REPAIR status.
You can also send an amend using messaging with the TradeSummary.SettlementFlag set to Y.
This action effectively bypasses Trade Management; applying the amend to Settlements
Management only.

Within Settlements Management, an Amend lets you correct standing settlement instructions (SSI),
broker delivery instructions (BDI), and non-matching field data. This enables you to instruct your
custodians and any third parties of potential settling transactions. You can amend SSI/BDI data and
non-matching fields in Settlements Management, regardless of the Trade Management status.
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BBHi Infomediary
You can correct any fields to instruct your custodians and third parties of potential transactions under
the following conditions:
•
•
•

You submitted the trade manually.
The trade is in READY MANUAL status.
The allocation has reached the SETTLEMENTS REPAIR status in Settlements Management.

You can send an AMEND message with corrections under the following conditions:
•
•

The trade has not reached the COMPLETE status within Trade Management.
You submitted the trade to Settlements Management.

If you select the user interface within Settlements Management, then only SSI/BDI and non-matching
fields are amendable.

Canceling an Allocation in Settlements Management
Canceling an allocation from the Trade Management user interface differs from canceling it within the
Settlements Management user interface:
•

When canceling an allocation from Trade Management to remove the allocation from the trade, a
message must be sent to the underlying matching counterparty when a matching service exists. If
it has gone to Settlements Management, then it is automatically canceled. The allocation is then
sent to Settlements Disqualified.

•

To stop an allocation settlement process, cancel the allocation in Settlements Management.

To make both types of cancels available through a direct message from your OMS/PMS, Omgeo
Connect 4.0 has a SettlementFlag field in the TradeSummary segment:
•
•

If SettlementFlag is “False,” Omgeo Connect applies the cancel to the allocation in Trade
Management. If the allocation has gone to Settlements Management, it is also canceled there.
If SettlementFlag is “True,” Omgeo Connect applies the cancel to the allocation in Settlements
Management. In this case, no communication is sent to the matching service. The allocation
moves from its current Settlements Management status to SETTLEMENT DISQUALIFIED.
Note

Using this flag encompasses the Complete Notification, Settlements Ready, and Instructions
Sent notifications. Once received, any subsequent updates to the trade must have the
TradeSummary.SettlementFlag set to Y.

BBHi Infomediary
The Brown Brothers Harriman Infomediary (BBHi) sends your outbound messages to custodians,
accounting agents, securities lending providers, interested parties, and other external recipients. BBHi
also routes settlement notifications and confirmations back to Omgeo Connect.

BBHi Outbound Processing
When your allocations are ready to be sent to the settlement parties:
•
•

Omgeo Connect sends them to BBHi using MQ.
Infomediary sends the trade instructions to your designated custodians or other third parties using
SWIFT, FTP, fax, or e-mail.
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BBHi Inbound Processing
BBHi collects ACKs (positive acknowledgments), NAKs (negative acknowledgments), trade
confirmations, and settlement status messages from your SWIFT counterparties. BBHi then sends them
to Omgeo Connect. It also sends systematic event notifications and non-SWIFT ACKs/NAKs to
Omgeo Connect. These messages are updated to reflect the trade status in the Omgeo Connect user
interface.
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BBHi Infomediary
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